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FREE TRADE ZONES AROUND THE liORLD AND THEIRUSE FOR 

, EXPORT-ORIENTI!1Dc:m:W~IAL' OBERlTICllS 


mTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this training workshop is to discuss the use of' 

free' trade zones as incentives to the establishment of export' 

oriented induBtries~' It is a response' on the part of UNIDO to an 

increasing'interest in the use of customs exemptions as a mearts; of 

inducirigforeign capital investment. Among the general objectives 

in the interested countries are the creation of job opportunities, 

the increase of foreign earnings, the training of labour and 

management, and the improvement of the national industrial and 

technology base. 

The choice of customs free zones as_a tool for helping,_ 


accomplish this involves an evaluation on a country-by-country 


.	basis as· 'tott:s potential effectiveness. Usually it will be 

found that "customs privileges are productive only in conjunction 

with other incentives because businessmen makingwbstantial capital 

investments will consider the Gverall climate for investment regardless 

of the attractiveness of a specific programme. ~us, such matters 

as guarantees against nationalization, treatment of earnings,exchange 

rates, income and property tax treatment, and thecountryts general 

attitude toward foreign business will be looked at in addition to 
customs considerations. My point here is thatgenerally"we cannot 
expect a programme based on customs privileges alone to generate the 

establishment of desired industrial operations on a significant scale. 

But, neither can we ignore the fact that in some cases the' 'customs 

exemptions may make the difference. 

Once it has been decided to use customs privileges,. the question 

becomes one of picking the appropriate ,type and determining the scope 

of its application. A decisiOn should not be made until there has been 

an overall review of the national customs s,ystem, taking into 

acoount its objectives and how it is administered. 

i 
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Where controls exist primarily for raising revenue, duty exemptions 

would be considered essentially as a form of taX reli e}. On the 

other hand, if the controls are intended to protect domestic 

industries, other more complex considerations follow. 

If I may generalize, in choosing a means of granting customs 

privileges the use of free zones would be appropriate where the 

benefits are to be limited to certain types of industries and 

where it is desired to have the operations located in specific 

areas for purposes of port or regional development, or for customs 

control. In some· cases it might be found appropriate to add customs 

privileges to other exemptions already available under existing 

economic development programmes. 

CUSTOMS PRIVILEGES - GENE~L 

The use of customs privileges as a means of stimulating desired 

economic activity is by no means new. It is as old as customs controls 

themselves, for the human mind naturally and inevitably seeks to 

avoid constrictions on its conduct. Thus, as long as there have 

been limitations on the right to enter the goods of one country into 

another, there have been efforts to avoid the controls by legal and 

i11e&'8-1 means. Ne.edless to say, any programme that seeks results 

through legal exemptions assumes the existence of effective controls 

against achieving the same results by illegal means. 

Customs exemptions have been effectively used as economic 

stimul~ts throughout the history of commerce. The prosperity which 

unrestrained trade, fostered by free port status, brought the 

Hanseatic cities is described in just about every textbook on 

commercial history•. Of course, the complexities which the industrial 

revolution imposed on world trade brought an end to the widespread use 

of the "free port" concept, though the idea has continll1ad .on a more 

individually limited, but more widely used, basis in the form of 

"free trade zones." 
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Before talking about the various types of customs privileged 

zones that are in existence today, I perhaps should briefly cover" 

some common procedures for customs exemptions that have no geographio 

characteristics. By that I mean those" that are available as an 

inherent part of national customs administration and not limited to ; ,~i 
specific areas or zones. 

Rebates on Exports 

Partioularly in those countries whose customs duties exist for 

the purpose of protecting domestic industries,we usually find a 

procedure for the rebate of duties paid on raw'materials and 

components used in products that are exported~ In the United states 

this procedure is referred to as "drawback". Many feel that duties 

in such cases should be reimbursed as a matter of equitable right. 

A problem with drawback, as with any rebate procedure, i~ that, 

to protect against fraud, detailed record keeping is required and 

a lot of "red tape" is involved, making lengthY delays commQn. 

Bonded Procedures 

Another wa;y of providing exemptions from normal customs requirements 

is a bonded procedure that permits the storage, manipulation or 
manufaoture of foreign merchandise prior to formal entry. A seourity 

bond is posted under this procedure to insure that duties are paid 

if and when goods enter the domestic market. Customs officials 

approve the bonded facilities and supervise certain operations. This 

procedure makes Customs exemptions available on a country-wide basis~ 

Regu.Ia.tory provisions as to the types of operations permitted and 

procedures to be followed are specific enough so ,that the programme 

can be administered'with minimal policy-level involvement. Importers 

feel that such pl)ocedures,are called for in a customs system designed 

to protect domestic industries, as there is no real import impaot, 

until foreign goods actually enter the domestic stream of oommerce. 

In the United States bonded procedures are limited primarily to storage 
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and certain manipulations, through manufacturing under bond is 


permitted if the product is to be exported. Goods may be stored 


in bond for up to one year, thoughoxtensions can be requested in 


some cases for up to two more years. 


Bonded 'procedures are 8.1so used in connec:tion with the trans


portation of foreign merchandise after it reaches a country in which 


it will not be formally entered immediately upon arrival v either 


because it is in transit to a third country, or destined for a bonded 


warehouse or free trade ZOne. \1hen goods arriving from abroad cannot 


be directly unloaded at a zone, a bonded procedUre is used by 


customs to supervise transportation from the arrival point to the 


zone. The cargo is sealed by Customs upon arrival and the seal 


brokon under Customs supervision when it gets to the zone. 


In addition to the exemption procedures I have just referred to, 

some cOu:r.ftrie~ have 'adrnih1l:it;iicitiveli&ensirig' provisiolis 1'tlr kxEitnpting foreign 

mat~:he::{B:i:roshdut:te'I3' b~Stid upon"tthetr !Chid-use. 

FREE TRADE ZONES 

Free trade zones, which can be considered decendents ~ or 


remnants, if you will - of the "free ports" of the pre-industrial 

i 

age, are the most common type of customs privileged areas found in 

use today. There are about 70 in operation around the globe. 

Before talking in more detail on such zones, I would like to 


briefly allude to some other kinds of customs privileged areas 


presently in existence. 


Zones that are preused to handle goods destined for third 


countries which are inaccessible to ocean ports of entry are referred 


to as "transit zones" or "entrepots." There are about 15 of these 


in operation, mostly in Africa and Latin America. 


Another type of customs privileged area that is used by countries 


wishing to attract business investment to vast isolated or undeyeloped 


areas is the "free perimeter". it number of these are found in Latin 
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.Iunerica in the countries of Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Mexico 
'," , 

and Peru. 

Mexico has a unique programme that makes a 3O-mile strip along 

its northern border a customs free area to encourage industrial and 

assembly operations. This programme benefits from the provisions of 

U.S. Customs law that permit domestic goods assembled abroad to be 

returned with duties paid only on the foreign value added. 

The "free port" concept is still in use, but on a. limited scale 

where.sp.ecial geopolitical factors exist. Examples are Hong Kong, 

Singapore, and Gibraltar. 

Customs control is obviously a greater problem in administering 

free port or free perimeter programmes as these ·areas cannot be as 

physically secure as free trade zones. 

FREE TRADE ZONES - CHARACTERISTICS 

A typical "freE::: trade zone" is an enclosed facility, under 

Customs security supervision, situated in or near an international 

port and into which foreign merchandise, not otherwise prohibited, m~ 

be brought without being subject to formal Customs requirements. The 

merchandise can usually be stored, exhibited, processed, or used in 

zone manufacturing operations, without being subjected to duties and 

quotas unless and until the goods or their products enter the Customs 

territory of the zone country. A zone might occupy ol'lly a \-larehouse· 

building, but more ofi8nnit is a fenced-in industrial park type facility 

covering a few or many acres. 

Sometimes zone customs privileges are extended to capital
",; . 

equipment and machinery brought into 
.' . 

a zone for use therein. Rarely 

. are they extended to consummables. 

Ordinarily the consignee of foreign merchandise can choose between 
r having duties and quotas imposed on the goods in. the condition in 

which they arrive in a zone or in the condition they enter customs 
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territory. l~en the former choice is made under United states zone 

procedures the lot is classified as "privileged" merchandise. If 

the goods are altered in manufacture or another process, a calculation 

is made as to the amount of the original merchandise that turns up 

in the finish(;d: product and a duty is paid on that amount at the 

originally fixed rate. Provision can be made to have any waste 

destroyed under Customs supervision. If anything that is salvagable 

is entered into the domestic market, duties are paid on its value as 

scrap. 

The zone privilege would not'ordinarily extend to retail 

transactions. These are normally carried on under separate procedures 

referred to as "duty-free shops". 

Some zones permit the establishment of supporting activities 

related to the conduct of international trade such as consulting 

and financial operations? exempting them from regular national 

licensing requirements. This is more likely to be the case. in 

zones that function as l~rge-scale industrial parks primarily for 

manufacturing and assembly operations for export. 

Of the general purpose free trade zones in operation today? 

the ones at Copenhugen and H~burg have probably served as models 

more than any others. This is likely because of the historical 

role of these cities in international trade and the 'longevity of their 

zone programmes. At the present time, however, the zones at these 

two cities are not primarily involved with manufacturing operations. 

MANUFACTURING IN ZONES 

Thus far I have talked about customs exemptions and the free 

trade zone as one means of granting such privileges on a limited 

geographic basis. Now I would like to focus on manufacturing in zones. 

The zone concept offers a means of providing customs privileges 

on a restrictive basis to desirable industries willing to locate 

within the zone and to produce under certain conditions that are 
i. 
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designed to negate the threat of eoonomio injury to domestio 

industries not looated within the zone and to help fulfilleoonomio 

development objeotives. 

vJhere the looation.;:!.l requirement is not important there is, of 

oourse, tHe a~1.~~'!JativeofUS-1ng spEtciSJ: b'brided..j;lroo~es:1n8fQa.d 

ot' zOli6S~ 'so that''-thE3' 'pl'ivileges are a.yailabIEfwhe-FErver' plant's are 

lo'ca"ted. '. It appears that ~nlll!1'ber~af...(iountries, inoluding tlle~ 

Benelux c6un~r1~s"and Japan, na:ve used"this·1nea.tts'·Of:'·~r.rB· otln'Om's 

e:i:emptlons to manutaoturers rather ·tha.nzones~ 

Naturally, the more industrialized oountries are more restrictive 

in permitting manufaoturing in their zones. This is apparent from 

an examination of the zone laws and regulations of European oountries, 

whioh either prohibit zone industrial operations altogether or require 

speoial permits on a o~se-by-case basis. 

Developing oountries, on the other hand, tend to have general 

guidelines as to the t;ppes of industries that maJT be established in 

their zones so that ad ~ approvals are not required at a high 

government level. 

Manufaoturing in U.S. Free Trade Zones. 

In the United States manufaoturing is permitted under both zone 

and bonded procedures, butp as I noted earlier, under the bonded 

procedure all primary produots must be exported. 

Under U. S. zone law p manufaoturing was rot permitted in zones 

until 1950. lrioidentallyp U.s. zones are oalled foreign-trade 

zones. While there are no speoifio limitations conoerning types 

of industries and restriot ions against impo~tion1 the Foreign-Trade 

Zones Board which administers the zone programme, is responsible for 

considering the impaot on domestio industry of zone manufaoturing 

operations. The Board is chaired by the Seoretary of Commeroe and 

the Secretary of the Treasury is a member so that the bUsiness and 

http:used"this�1nea.tts'�Of:'�~r.rB
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ba13nce of payments imp3ct of zone operations is naturally taken into 

account i.n the consideration of applications for new zones and zone 

operations. Obviously? export-oriented operations are encouraged. 

Ongoing operations arc reviowod periodic3.llYl as the Board retains 

the authority to halt anY zone operation that it finds against the 

public interest. 

In administering zone progrnmroes that permit manufacturing for 

import as t'lfe11 as export ~ it is important to take note of the special 

legal significnnde of zone manufl'wturing. In su.ch cases the original 

foreign goods lose their identity and a new product emerges. The 

origin of the net>V' product is the zone country and not the countries 

from Nhich the rr'.,\" m1.torinls rmd components Here exported, Thus? 

to ensure that zones ~rc not u.sed to circumvent duties and quotes, 

it should be m,:'.de clo('1.r in the rcgulr'..tions governing21one procedures 

that any merchandiso coming into a zone is subject to both duty and 

quote rostrictions either in its condition upon ~,rriwhl in. the zone 

or in its nm-j mrmuf:"..ctured condition 1 if ::md 1rrhen it enters customs 

territory. 

EXPOHT MAi'WFACTUnnTG ZONES 

One appron,ch that hn,s been used in recent yec.rs by some developing 

countries to stimul:lte industri,l develoPment "Thich does not compete 

with 10c('1.l industries is the ostablishm8nt of industrial park 

facUi tics for export-m:muf::'..cturing operations. In addition to making 

nvailable gencr('1.1 t,""X benefits on the Q,"\sis of how desirable the 

mrmufacturing oper:::.tion is to the nationl11 economy 1 the industrial 

p::lrk functions as ("1. free trnde zono providing Customs exemptions to 

,,,\11 firms using tho zono. 

There .'1re prob:-:.bly less th::.n 10 of these speci",l export-oriented 

zones presently in oporation <:::,round tho \ior1d l most of them located 

in Asil1.. The most \'1(;;11 knmffi prob:\bly I1ro nt Kl1ndla~ Indin, 

K::l.Ohsiung, Taiwnn and Mas'~l ICDrea. 
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Kaohsiung's Export Processing Zone which is 5 yeo:rs old, covers 

some 170 acre"s in tho city' 8 port area on the south ooast of Ta.iwan. 

Over 42 1 000 workers are engaged in manufacturing and processing 

operations in over 150 fnctory buildings within the zone which is 

used mostly oy foreign firms who exported $180 million in goods l~st 

year. A tax relief schedule is set up based upon the contribution 

whioh different types of industries will make to the local eDonomy. 

Besides customs-free access to foreign raw m<1terials and semi

processed products I the zone users are allowed to bring in their 

capital equipment duty free. 

The Kandla zone is located on a 342" acre tract about 6 miles 

from the port city on Indints northwestcoaat. This zone. is not· 

yet fully developed from the st,~dpoint of transportation, utilities, 

and other services. Expectations that zone users would help develop 

the infrastrUcture for the facility have apparently not been realized. 

Korea's free export zone at Masan is intended to offer an 

attractive investment climate to encourage export manufacturing 

and processing operations. Port and servicing facilities are still 

under construction at the zone which covers some 440 acres. The 

usual zone customs privileges are provided and plant sites and 

buildings are available for lease or purchase. Zone firms are 

considered public utilities for purposes of handling labour disputes. 

Another export manufacturing type zone is presently being 

established in the Philippine's island of Bataah at Mariveles~ 

There are some industrial park zones around the world that are 

not legally restricted to export operations, but which nevertheless 

are primarily involved in export oriented operations because of the 

workings of purely economic forces. This comes about, for example, 

in zone countries whose domestic market is surpassed by o.ther larger 

nearby markets. During this training workshop you have undoubtedly 

heard much about two such zones: Ireland's Shannon Free Airport 

and Panama'S zone at Colon. 
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Ireland's zone is unique in th~t most of its cargo comes and 


goes as air freight. Of the ~115 million in zone exports last 


year, over 90/0 VJere shipped by air; and 75'/0 of the zone's ~mports 


arrive by air freight. Most zones, though, operate in conjunction 


with ocean transport~tion terminals. 


In- some countries l"l0 find industrial free trade zones that 

produce primarily for the local market. In such cases there can be 

a benefit to the local economy to the extent that the goods produced 

or assembled in the zone might otherwise have been imported as 

finished products. One example of such a zone is Colombia's 

Barranquilla Free Trade Zone. This industri~l park zone covers 250 

acres at the city's ocean terminal. Over 2,000 firms use the zone 

and AOO persons are employed. It has been in operation for 8 years. 

Until recently the zone was used mostly for the storage and processing 

of imports, but Colombia'S present policy is to encourage mnnufacturing 

operations for export. 

U.S. FOREIGN-TRADE ZONES 

There is only one zone in operation under the U.S. zone system 

that functions entirely as an industrial park. This is the zone 

located at Mayagucz on Puerto Rico's south coast~ The zone is 

operated as a part of the Commonwealth's economic development programme. 

It is unique under the U.S. system because Puerto Rico, while within 

U.S. Customs territory, is not subject to federal taxes. Thus it 

can offer business firms tax benefits not available in the United 

States itself. The zone presently COVers 35 acres? but there are 

plans for expnnsion to 50 acres. Firms either rent or buy standard 

industrial plants. Last year ~3 million in goods were shipped from 

the zone, most of them to the U.S. market. 

In ally there are 8 zone sites presently in operation under 

U.S. law. Other than the zone at Puerto nico~ there are zones at 

New York, New Orl~ansf Toledo (Ohio~? San Francisco, Seattle? and 

Honolulu. All but two of these facilities function primarily as 

st,::t.ging arel'l type zones having one or two warehouses 'eli th additional 
i, 

I 
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fenced in open space. Thoy are engaged in storage, repacking, 


inspection, processing, and some light manufacturing operations. 


The only facility other than Mayaguez that is used solely for 


industrial purposes is a zone site at San Francisco? operated by 


a clothing manufacturer, and administered as a subzone to the City's 


general purpose zone. Two other subzones, so called, which are 


operated in conjunction with the New Orleans and Mayaguez zones 


relinquished their ZOne status during tho past year. 


The subzone is a unique evolvement under the U.S. zone .statute 

that in a legal sense amounts to a form of noncontiguous expansion. 

A usual characteristic is that it involves the plant of a manufacturer. 

To get subzone status a strong case must be made that customs relief 

is necessary in the publio interest and there is no other practical 

way of making it available. An eL~ple would be wherean,operation 

\"/ould be. conducted outside the country I'lere it not for the ava.ila.bility 

of the zone privilege. 

While manufacturing operations do not presently constitute the 

major part of operations in U.S. zones, there are many projects 

under study that would involve tho use of the zone privilege for 

manufacturing operations that would stimulate economic development 

in inland areas of the United states. Two of these areas are Kansas CitYI 

Missouri, and Little Rock, Arkansas. 

CONSIDERATIONS IN ESTABLISHlNG it FIlEETRADE ZOUE PROGRAMME. 

It would be difficult, if not prcsumptlious on my part, to suggest 


a framework for zone systems wherever they are to be located/but 


there are, I think, Gome considerations that have general application. 


First, the enabling legislntion should clearly set forth the 

purpose of a zone programme and provide a clear delegation of authority 

to the administering agencY1 with guidelines that nre rather specific 

with respect to permissible manufacturing operations. The statute 

.·should indicate under what circumstances, if any, imports are to bo 

permitted from the zone into the zone country's customs territory. 

" 
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Authority should bo rd'1incdl.t a highll.8vel to roview unusual 


proposo.,ls ~end those that might have ren adverse impact on the 


domestic ",conomy 0 The 1 '),~v ordinarily should not permit any 


ri@lts to vest in zone users concerning tho customs privilege 


itself. 


The statute should indicato ~'rhat limito there shl1.11 be as 

to the number, loc'ltion, rend type of zones. For example, the 

administering agency might bc rmthorized to itself estnblish a 

zone or zon0S 1 or it mn.y be emp<trvJE:red to authorize qualified corporations 

to establish zones under certain circumstances and in certain 

locations. Under U.S. 1:t.1.f tho Foreign-Trttde:: Zones Board, instead of 

est,"l,blishing zones itself 7 hAS tho ,"'1.uthority to license (grant) 

corporations, which have oeen qualified by the legislature of the 

state in 1.'1hich the zone ,vould be loc'1ted, to establish and operate 

zones. Zones h(wo to be locnted in or ncar U. So Customs ports of 

entry_ 

The ;:,dministering o,gency should be one 1.'111ic11 has .1, function 

relating to the prim;J.ry purpose of the zone. Thus, if a zone 

progr'lmme is designed to induce capit'11 investment in the form 

of industrin,l opor'1.tions, an I'l,gency concerned with economic 

development might haVE; the primc,-!'Y i"'.dmini strlltive responsibil i ty_ 

The role of other n,gcncies y such ~s the customs I'l,nd transportation 

agencies should be set forth) though normally Customs would have 

bro!ld ;:mthority concerning sccurity :o,nd entry procedures. 

The regulatory framework set up by the ~gency should frwour 

those industries that will contribute most to the domestic economy_ 

Thus judgments hrwE- to be made on such matters ilS whether the 

industri06 should be highly technological or labour intensive~ 

whEther they will be encouri).gcd to use any domestic ro,w materials 

or components, ,,,rhdher local business pnrt:i.cipiltion is to be encouraged s 

ilnd how much tr"dning thore is to be for local mtmngement and labour. 

Non-customs benefi tR for the f:.cili ty h:we to be decided on and 

enumernted. Thore should of course I b€) coordination ~Ji th other 

agencies such ,:1S thos€: involved with t,'1,X and labour m,c;,ttors. 

http:prim;J.ry
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In planning a zone thGre has to be thorough consideration 

given to physical requirements. Ordinarily a zone will not attract 

industry unleee there is an adequk"te basic infrastructure. The 

transponation network, utilities j port facilities and services, 

zone structures, security and administration, are all factors to 

be considered. In some cases the zone users might be so attracted 

to the area for economic reasons that they will help develop the 

port and zone facilities. If they are allowed to put up their mID 

facili ties there should bo' standards and stereotype building plans 

available. 

As with any programme of this type, of course, it is most 

important to provido 'for sound operational manae,Sime1J..'il',and a good 

promotional programme. 

Last, but not least? any country setting up a zone programme, 

especially one that will attract manufacturing, has to consider its 

international commitments. Clearances would probably be necessary 

where a country is a member of a free trade area that involves 

economic and monetary commitments as well as a customs union such 

as the European Community. It is not clear in my mind whether 

membership in the GATT or trade groups such as EFTA and LAFTA would 

require consultation prior to the establishment of a zone system 

such as tve are discussing. 

CONCLUSION 

There are ~ few observations I would like to make in conclusion. 

We are concerned here about the use of zones for creating special 

privileges for selected industries. In return there should be a 

tangible public ben'3fit. O-therwise we are placing the non-zone 

industries of the country in an unfair position. 

The amount of special benefits given beyond customs privileges 

should bo measured in terms of what is necesa.ry to get the desired 

capital investment and keep it. Further, to insure that the operations 

become more than temporary camping treks? there should be an effort 

http:necesa.ry
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To 	 attract industries that will have a real comparative advantage 

in 	the international ml3,rket an a result of their locating within· 

the zone count~. I need not dwell on a consideration that should 

underlie any industrial development programme and that is that the 

social goods should not be forgotten. 

Finally~ it is a good practice whenever one talks about free 

trade zones to make clear that thesezones~ when properly administered, 

are not loopholes in a customs system. Any foreign goods or products 

that enter customs territorJ from· a zone are treated essentially as 

if they came directly from abroad. A zone can serve to attract 

commercial and industrial operations that a country tiould otheruise 

have lost for non-economic rep,sons relating to inflexible customs 

requirements. 

John J. DaPonte y Jr. 

Acting Executive Secreta~ 

Foreign-Trade Zones Board 

U.S. Department of Commerce 

trlashington y D. C. 20230. 

* 	 Another industrial park type zone was approved by the Foreign
Trade Zones Board in 1970 for McAllen, Texas, on the U.S.~Mexican 
Boarder. The project was financed in part with federal funds as a 
public works activity designed to stimulate economic development 
of the area. 




